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Note No. 94 Regulating Banks through Public
Disclosure-The Case of New Zealand

Peter Vicholl Recently, the New Zealand government revised directors, and predetermined responses to banks'
the regulation and supervision of its banking breaches of pruclential requirements. This new
sector. The new regime retains elements of tra- approach has much in common with earlier pub-
ditional prudential super-vision-for example, lic sector reforms in New Zealand intended to
bank registration, minimum capital requirements, make the objectives of government agencies
limits on lending to related parties, and crisis more explicit, to sharpen incentives for good
management powers-but it adds a new frame- performance, and to mandate more transparent
work of market-based regulation. The key in- reporting (see Note 97). For the central bank,
gredients of this market-based approach are these reforms meant that monetary policy wo7uld
public disclosure, enhanced responsibility for be bound by an explicit price stability target for

inflation and the bank would have to report
regularly and publicly on how well it was mieet-
ing this target. For the six years or so that this

BOX I QUARTERLY PUBLIC DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS monetary policy model has been in effect, New
Zealand has had very low inflation (1 to 2.5

* An income statement and balance sheet. percent), earning the central bank considerable

* Information on the composition of the board of directors and any international credibility.

conflictsofinterestdirectorsmayhave. The overall objective of this round of reform

* Detailed information on asset quality and provisioning. to the central bank's responsibilities for bank-

• Infornation on the number of exposures the bank has to individual ing regulation is to reduce the financial risk to

counterparties, measured in bands relative to the bank's equity (the government by reducing the moral hazard prob-

exposures between 10 percent and 20 percent of the bank's equity, lem that besets more traditional approaches to
between 20 percent and 30 percent, and so on). These exposure banking supervision. There is a good body of

evidence from a variety of regulatorv regimes
concentrations must be reported both for the end of the quarter a hi

around the wo0rld shownvg that banking super-
and forthe peak of exposure during the quarter. vision has not prevented bank failures, and be-

* Information on exposures to related parties (entities capable of cause of moral hazard, governments in many

exercising significant influence over the bank). countries have met some or all of the costs of

* The bank's risk management systems. these failures. Often, the initial response to
banking crises is to seek more regulation andm Sectoral exposure ineormation. I t

* Detailed information on the bank's capital adequacy, including its course, come more mora hazard and more fi

off-balance-sheet exposure. nancial risk to governments.

* Information on the bank's market risk exposure, both at the end of
the quarter and at the peak during the quarter. The Reser-ve Bank. New Zealand's central bank,

* A statement on whether the bank's obligations are guaranteed and judged that an incentive-based system would
promote the soundness and efficiency of thea description of the guarantee.
banking system as well as or better than con-
ventional banking supervision while signifi-
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Regulating Banks through Public Disclosure-The Case of New Zealand

BOX 2 TRADITIONAL SUPERVISION POLICIES STILlIN PLACE

New Zealand's new regime has retained thelfollowing traditional
banking supervision policies: While it is early to draw conclusions from New

-A systemof hank registration.The registration polSicy does not limit Zealand's experience with market-based regu-

Sthe numberof banks i:noperation. but gitdoestrytoensure;Sthat:onlyt lation (the disclosure provisions took effect only
isttnoprpieadrrt;hi tyg 00onJanuary 1, 1996), the approach has attracted

insituion ofappopratestadig wth he bilty o crryonmuch attention. This Note reviews the new pro-
business prudently are 'registered banks." cedures and the underlying arguments.

• The Reserve Bank's statutoryXresponsibiliti forfmaintaindingthe
soundness of the banking system.ln In eeWing tthhatbrespoosihil- New market-based elements
ity, the Reserve Bank is reviewingithe payment system tofidenfify

The market-based elements of New Zealand'sways to reduce system risk, such as by shiftintoreltm
settlement for large tra: n saction f: ds. ii: i :: ; supervisory regime have two essential strands:

settlement lrfor la cirl.0 0 0igt0 0; $ ; 0 l:iige transactions .;0 t f $ 00 iclsrean ncnivsdisclosure and incentives.
The Reserve Bank's monitoring role-though the Reserve Bank
now uses publicly disclosed statements, whereas previously it Disclosure

received private prudential returns. It retains crisis management

powers, including:the power to appoint an ivestigator givev The regime requires all banks to issue quarterly

directives to a bank, and Precommendthat a bank be placed under ; public disclosure statements (box 1). Banks are~irequired to make their full disclosure statements
statutory Smantagement,a speciCal bainkruptcy codeforbanks0 Theavailable on request, and to display a one- or

powerto appoint aninvestigatortispreferred to regular on-site two-page "key information summary" in all

inspection because it is regarded as cheaper ame effective, branches. The disclosure requirements are in-

The Reserve Bank also has powersfor dealing with breachnes o tended to be comprehensive and will include

disclosure requirements and conditions of registration. requirements for disclosing market risk-though
these hav'e not yet come into effect. The state-

Minimum capital requirements (based on the BSaptlAcrd)
ments are subject to external audit twice a year.

for locally iincorporated gbanks.0 Although: theX Reserve Banlk;0 But because of the substantial costs that exter-
believes that disclosure alone should provide sufficient incentives nal audits can impose on banks, the audit at the

for banks to at least meet the internationalniorm of 8 percert, it half year is a limited review.

also believes that the capital "requirementoffers benefits of

; finterAnational 0credibtility at littletif any matrginaSlcost tto bllzanlkgs. 0 The disclosure arrangements are intended to

- A limit on the amount a ;0bank m)nay lendt tott related jpafrties (parties ;; serve several purposes. First, they should re-
inforce the incentives for bank management to

capable of controlling or exercising significant influence over a adopt and maintain prudent risk positions.

bank). Banks are required to publicly disclose their exposuIres to Second, they should highlight the fact that di-

related parties, and directors are required to attest thatthe rectors have ultimate responsibility for the man-

exposures are not contrary to the i nterests of the bank. agement of their bank and focus the directors'
attention on monitoring and managing risk.
Third, they should provide depositors and their
agents with better and more timely information

cantlv reducing moral hazard. The system is for assessing the prudential condition of their
not explicitly aimed at preventing bank fail- banks and for comparing banks. Fourth, they
ures, though the Reserve Bank hopes that the should help reduce the government's risk from
regime will reduce the probability of failures. banking supervision by reducing the private in-
Nor is the system aimed at protecting deposi- formation in the hands of the supervisor and
tors, though the Reserve Bank hopes that the giving depositors and others a greater ability to
regime will reduce the probability of deposi- take responsibility for their investment decisions.
tors losing money both by reducing the prob-
-bility of bank failures and by ensuring that New Zealand also uses credit ratings as part of
depositors are better informed. its disclosure regime. Banks with a creclit rat-



ing applicable to long-term senior unsecured When a bank's tier-one capital falls to less than
debt are required to prominently disclose the 4 percent of its risk-weighted exposures, or its
rating in their disclosure statements. A bank total capital to less than 8 percent, the bank is
that has no such rating is required to promi- required to submit to the Reser-ve Bank a plan
nently disclose that fact. This policy is expected for restoring its capital to at least the- minimum
to strengthen market disciplines on banks and required levels. The plan, which the bank is
provide creditors with a relatively simple means expected to describe in its public disclosure
of comparing one bank with another. Initially, statement at the first practicable opportunity,
the Reserve Bank had intended to impose man- must include the followving elements:
datory rating. But small banks argtued that this * A statement that the bank would make no dis-
requirement would impose unnecessary costs tributions to its shareholders until it has com-
on them. plied with the minimum capital requirements.

* A statement that the bank vwTouldl not increase
Directors' responsibilities its exposure to a related party from the level

at the time of the first occurrence of the
The second important feature of the new ar- breach. (If a reduction in capital results in a
rangements is a requirement that the directors bank's being in breach of the limit on expo-
of a bank (or their appointed agents) attest that sure to related parties, the bank w ould be
the disclosure statements are not false or mis- required to reduce its exposure to related
leading. Producing a disclosure statement that parties to comply with the limit.)
is false or misleading can have serious conse- If the bank's tier-one capital had fallen to
quences, including fines and imprisonment. less than 3 percent of its risk-weighted ex-
Moreover, if creditors lose money as a result posures, a statement that the bank would not
of reliance on a false or misleading disclosure increase its gross credit exposures from the
statement, directors face potentially unlimited level that prevailed at the time of the first
personal liability. occurrence of the breach.

In addition, directors must attest that they are Reactions
satisfied that their bank's risk management sys-
tems are adequate for managing its risks and It is fair to say that the reactions to the new7
that the systemns are properly applied. The Re- approach from bankers, supervisors, academ-
serve Bank believes that this requirement sharp- ics, politicians. and the general public have
ens the incentives for directors to ensure that been mixed. In the main, academics, politicians,
their bank has appropriate systems in place to business cormmentators, and consumer lobby
identify, monitor, and manage its business risks. groups in New Zealand have been supportive.
The requirement also supports the Reserve The Reserve Bank, believing that it was impor-
Bank's intention to ensure that responsibility for tant to btiild widespread confidence in the new
the management of a bank ultimately rests with regime, spent considerable time explaining the
its directors, not with the banking supervisor. new, approach to these groups.

Response to breaches of capital requirements The reactions from New Zealand's bankers and
from ov erseas superv,isors have been more hesi-

The third main feature of the new banking su- tant. While most banks are supportive of the
pervision approach is the adoption of a more general direction of the reforms, many are un-
structured response to breaches of the minimum comfortable w7ith the transparency that the new
capital ratio requirements. This is intended to disclosure regime brings to the banking sys-
reduce the scope for regulatorv forbearance by tem. Some of the comments and reactions of
the banking supervisor and thus to reduce the bankers suggest that they think a regime based
risks associated with such forbearance. on the judgments of the market is tougher than
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one centered on a supervisory authority. Many A third criticism is that most depositors will
bank managers and directors are concerned either ignore or misunderstand the disclosed
about the likely depositor reaction if they have information. The Reserve Bank does not ex-
to publish "worrying" information. Their con- pect the majority of bank depositors to study
cern indicates their strong incentives to avoid the disclosure documents. But financial advis-
having to do so. It also illustrates the moral ers, business journalists, and other profession-
hazard risk that existed when only the Reserve als will study them-and they will convey the
Bank and the banking supervisor had access information to depositors. It is possible that
to such 'worrying" information. analysts or depositors will misinterpret the in-

formation and start an unwarranted panic. But
Some doubts have been raised about the re- that risk existed in the past too. The banks and
sponsibility put on directors to ensure that their the authorities had to decide whether to dispel
institutions are sound. Some commentators market rumors that started and, if necessary,
have said that it is difficult for independent support the institution. With more information
directors to understand and monitor the risks, in the marketplace under the new disclosure
and they wonder why anyone would want to policy, there should be less risk of unfounded
be a bank director now. These sentiments are rumors, not more.
not surprising. But the issue for banking su-
pervisors is whether they are in a better posi- Conclusion

The Note series is an tion to understand and monitor these risks. It
open forumn intended to
encourage disoemioa- is doubtful that they are. And if the supervi- The New Zealand approach will reduce the
tion of and debate on sors assume that they are, they increase the moral hazard problem. But will it improve the
ideas, innovations, and moral hazard and potential financial liability prudential soundness of the banking system?
best practices for
expanding the private for their government. That will depend on whether bank directors
sector. The views are in a better position than supervisors to un-
published are those of The shift toward greater responsibility for banks' derstand their bank and whether the incentives
the authors and should
not be attributed to the directors is consistent with the general direc- lead directors to act prudently-or at least more
World Bank or any of its tion that director obligations have been moving prudently than supervisors did in the past. The
affiliated organizations. in New, Zealand. For example, the directors of Reserve Bank believes that bank directors are

clusions oepresent other entities in New Zealand that issue securi- in a better position.
official policy of the ties to the public are subject to similar disci-
World Bank or of its plines under the Securities Act, and the new Is the model exportable? That is hard to judge.
Executive Directors
or the countries they Companies Act (1993) strengthens the require- But its major elements-public disclosure, di-
represent. ments of and disciplines on company directors. rector responsibility, predetermined responses

to breaches-could certainly play a role in the
copies please call the A second criticism is that New Zealand is essen- banking supervision regimes of other countries.
FPD Note line to leave a tially free-riding on overseas supervisors. That
message (202-458-111l1 criticism has some validity. Just over 90 percent Peter Nicholl isan Executive Director of the
or contac Soon of the New Zealand banking system is now for- World Batnk. He waspreviously Deputy Gover-
Smith, editor, Room ofteNwZaadbnigsteisnwfr WolBakHevapeiuyDptyGer

G8105, The World Bank, eign-owned (about 66 percent by Australian nor of the Reserve Bank ofeNew Zealand.
1818 H Street, NW, banks). But it is highly likelv that New Zealand
Washington, D.C. 20433,
or Internet address would have proceeded with these changes even
ssmith7gworldbank.org. if the domestically owned share of the banking
Previous issues are also svstem was greater. Those analyzing the ap-
available on-line (http://
www.worldbank.org/ proach should focus on the approach itself,
html/fpd/notes/ rather than simply dismiss it because adopting
notelist.htmll. it was relatively easy for a countrv like New

@Printed on recycled Zealand, with its well-established and primarily
paper. foreign-owned banking system.


